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01 introdu01 introduction

Experienced in experiments with ideas
Even from a piece of wool and a shard of glass, we can create incredible things. 

Explore what we have achieved using cutting-edge technologies, client brief and our skills.



02 Our ‘Science Fellows’e Fellows’

Schindler’s Factory

The reputation we enjoy relies on great 
people and exceptional experts.
Let us introduce you to people who will 
discover incredible stuff for and with you!
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Melon - the fruit of engagement

Melon is a tool which makes it possible to build brand 
loyalty by actively engaging customers in marketing campa-
igns. It is a solution dedicated for entrepreneurs and marke-
ters with a desire to create their own loyalty programs spe-
cifically catered to the mobile devices of their clients.

Developing the Melon system, we aimed at a single system 
combining ease of use with the most popular and effective 
solutions (geotargeting, Facebook integration, QR codes). 
Our efforts were appreciated and our product was displayed 
on the main Windows Phone Store website for many 
weeks.

~Dawid Płatek
Lead Developer Mobile

Rails • Android • iOS • Windows Phone
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Smoopay - Be smart, pay mobile

Smoopay is an innovative mobile payment system allowing 
transactions over mobile phones. An alternative to traditio-
nal methods of cashless payment in shops, the system is 
unique in many ways: among other things, it does not 
require a payment card. The only thing you need is a smart 
phone equipped with the Smoopay application.

Developing Smoopay, we devised a revolutionary solution: 
a module for automatic creation and sending of VAT invo-
ices based on cash register or credit card terminal receipts. 
Integrated with payment devices, a system of this kind is an 
absolute novelty in the field. Smoopay dramatically simpli-
fies payments and, on top of that, eliminates costs genera-
ted by payment card issuers and payment processors.

~Piotr Moskała
Senior Android Developer

Java • Android • iOS • JavaScript
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Ekobilet - a new quality in tickets sales

Ekobilet is a multi-module ticket sales system. It offers you 
a full-service sales unit management: from event creation 
through marketing and ticket selling to creating a virtually 
unlimited resellers network. This state-of-the-art, user-
-friendly system is complete with invoicing, reporting and 
communication modules.

Developing Ekobilet, we aimed at creating a modular and 
adaptable solution which can be easily tailored to clients’ 
needs. Combining modules for invoicing, sales data analysis 
and client communication (Facebook interface, mailings, 
credentialing) allowed us to come up with an innovative 
and versatile solution.

~Wojciech Homa
Senior RoR Developer

Rails • Android • iOS • Windows Phone • JavaScript
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Get Your ID

Get Your ID Access is a new approach to systems enhancing 
user authentication. What makes the system unique is its 
ease of integration with a majority of VPN solutions available 
on the market, as well as the usage of USSD messages for 
sending one-time tokens to mobile phones. The advantage of 
USSD messages is that they are more reliable than SMS 
tokens, can be used while roaming and do not rely on data 
transmission or installing additional software on users’ phones.

Developing Get Your ID Access, the greatest challenge was to 
design a system that will satisfy both end users and the secu-
rity department; a system that would be simple and easily in-
tegrated with other systems, including existing client network 
infrastructures.

~Zbigniew Humeniuk
Team Lead RoR

Rails • HTML5 • CSS3 • JavaScript
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ASAP - Get the answer quickly

ASAP is a unique multichannel platform which drastically en-
hances the process of gathering data. Among other functiona-
lities, the system provides mobile opinion surveys (emails, text 
messages, push notifications for mobile devices), ad-hoc re-
porting, respondent verification and complementarity with 
other modules.

Surveys pay an important role in the medical environment. 
The key issue is the response time. We have managed to 
speed up and facilitate the process significantly by enabling 
several channels of communication and letting the respon-
dents reply in any given moment. In addition, we have made 
surveys available through dedicated mobile apps as well as a 
web and a mobile version of the system.

~Zbigniew Humeniuk
Team Lead RoR

Rails • iOS • Android• JavaScript
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EasyPoker 
Playing poker has never been so easy

Easy Poker is an app which will revolutionise the way poker 
is played! Giving you the ability to control the app with 
characteristic gestures and play in any given place, Easy 
Poker is a real breakthrough for card games fans!

On a seemingly saturated market of traditional tournaments 
and online platforms, we have managed to create a unique 
app. Easy Poker has an innovative interface, allowing you 
to use mobile devices to play in the real world! The tech-
nology used ensures smooth cooperation between devices 
equipped with different operating systems (Android, iOS).

~Paweł Trojan
Poker Specialist

Ruby • Android • iOS • Windows Phone
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Mind Plus - Game of minds

Mind Plus is an application that lets you control the course 
of a game using your brain waves. It is used in the medical 
market for neurofeedback-professional brain training. The 
game helps patients manage their brains more effectively.

In Motteq Labs, we have created the engine of the game 
from the scratch. We have made a full-fledged game 
based on graphics!

~Oskar Jakiela
FrontEnd Developer

HTML5 • CSS3 • JavaScript
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VTS - The easiest way to control your...way!

VTS is an innovative solution designed for transportation in-
dustry. It provides company's legal protection, supports 
fleet management and offers virtual assistance to drivers. A 
dedicated mobile application and a central unit guarantees 
fast and secure data transmission, enables better visibility 
of drivers' activities and ensures respective alerts are 
displayed in time.

Developing VTS, the greatest challenge for us was to design 
a communication bridge between the software (the appli-
cation) and the hardware (the central unit). We have con-
ducted all the tests ourselves. Thanks to that, we have 
been able to create a user-friendly platform which uses a 
Bluetooth connection.

~Piotr Moskala
Senior Android Developer

Android
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Experienced in experiments with ideas
Even from a piece of wool and a shard of glass, we can create incredible things. 

Explore what we have achieved using cutting-edge technologies, client brief and our skills.

Thanks for watching!

Have a question? Contact us!

Zabłocie 23, Cracow
office@motteqlabs.com

www.motteqlabs.com


